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Famous Five: Five On A Treasure Island 2010-12-02 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in their first adventure the famous five find a
shipwreck off kirrin island but where is the treasure the famous five are on the trail looking for clues but they re not alone someone else has got the same idea time is running out for the famous five who will follow the clues
and get to the treasure first the text in this edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
Famous Five Classic Edition B Format 10 Copy Slipcase Special Sale 2008-09-18 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series the
famous five this new collection contains three fantastic books in one volume five go to mystery moor book 13 the famous five can t wait to explore peculiar sounding mystery moor but after spending a night on the heath they
begin to realise it s not just the moor s past that is shrouded in secrets could its treacherous mists hide the answer to a brand new mystery five have plenty of fun book 14 george is not pleased when a spoilt american girl
turns up at kirrin cottage but george hasn t got time to be jealous berta is in hiding from kidnappers the famous five are the only ones who can protect her but will they take on dangerous criminals to help out a stranger five on
a secret trail book 15 anne and george are on a camping trip waiting for the boys to arrive one night they see a face at the window of an abandoned cottage close by and then the five wake to find ghostly lights anne wants to
go home but the others are determined to stay who could be snooping around the cottage and why is a nearby gang trying to make them leave this edition contains three famous five adventures books 13 15 in one volume
and features the original cover art and inside drawings by eileen soper
The Famous Five Collection 5 2017-07-13 what is the name of the first book in the famous five series who is not a member of the five julian nora or anne what does george s father do for a living so you ve read the books
maybe more than once but how much do you really know about the adventures of the famous five revisit their best moments and meet all your favourite characters again in this brilliant quiz book
Enid Blyton's Famous Five 2014-09-04 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series a mysterious light on kirrin island a stolen safe a bag
hidden in the woods a runaway horse dog thieves a christmas eve robbery they all mean a whole lot of fun for the famous five read all about their exciting adventures in this delightful collection of short stories the text in this
edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated short stories included five have a puzzling time george s hair is too long good old timmy a lazy afternoon well done famous five five and a half term
adventure happy christmas five when timmy chased the cat
The Famous Five Short Story Collection 2011-03-03 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in their second adventure the famous five
find a thief at kirrin cottage they think they know who it is but need to prove it will the discovery of a very old map help uncover the true culprit the text in this edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is
unillustrated
Five Go Adventuring Again 2010-12-02 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series five on a treasure island a shipwreck off kirrin island but
where is the treasure the famous five are searching for clues but they re not alone someone else has joined the treasure hunt five go adventuring again a thief at kirrin cottage who can it be the famous five think they know but
they need proof then they find an old map and an unusual hiding place five run away together who s been on george s island and what is locked in the mysterious trunk hidden on kirrin island the famous five think they re on
the trail of smugglers until they hear a child scream this 70th anniversary edition features the classic editions of the first three famous five adventures in one volume and contains the original cover art and inside drawings by
eileen soper
The Famous Five Collection 1 2015-12-17 join the famous five on a brand new adventure in this newly created story for children aged 5 and up when the famous five are enjoying a picnic on kirrin island they spot a lamb in
trouble with no one else on hand to help it s up to the five launch a rescue mission will they make it in time set in the world of enid blyton s best loved series this newly created story follows julian dick anne george and timmy
the dog on a special new adventure the story is broken down into six short chapters with vibrant full colour illustrations on every page perfect for shared reading or for newly confident readers to enjoy independently also look
out for the birthday adventure illustrated by becka moor enid blyton s eight original short stories about the famous five are also available as early readers illustrated by jamie littler collect them all a lazy afternoon george s hair
is too long well done famous five five and a half term adventure when timmy chased the cat five have a puzzling time good old timmy happy christmas five the famous five enid blyton and enid blyton s signature are registered
trade marks of hodder stoughton limited no trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner
Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Five to the Rescue! 2020-05-14 introducing the famous five to younger readers with this newly created story for children aged 5 and up the five are on a special mission to help create a
little public garden to honour late mr tidyworth but when timmy digs up a shining silver necklace they must find out who buried it and just how valuable it really is set in the world of enid blyton s best loved series this newly
created story follows julian dick anne george and timmy the dog on a special new adventure the story is broken down into short chapters with vibrant full colour illustrations on every page perfect for shared reading or for
newly confident readers to enjoy independently also look out for the birthday adventure and five to the rescue illustrated by becka moor enid blyton s eight original short stories about the famous five are also available as early
readers illustrated by jamie littler collect them all a lazy afternoon george s hair is too long well done famous five five and a half term adventure when timmy chased the cat five have a puzzling time good old timmy happy
christmas five the famous five enid blyton and enid blyton s signature are registered trade marks of hodder stoughton limited no trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission
of the trade mark and copyright owner
Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Timmy and the Treasure 2022-01-06 meet julian dick anne george and timothy together they are the famous five enid blyton s most popular adventure series all 21 titles also available
as audiobooks in book seven the famous five investigate spook trains in the dead of night the trains seem to vanish into thin air but where do they go the five discover an unusual underground tunnel system and a secret train
service if they follow the tracks will they solve the mystery fantastic new cover art by laura ellen anderson will draw young readers into this accessible timeless classic
Five Go Off To Camp 2014-09-08 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book eighteen the famous five hunt for the lost dungeons
of a ruined castle on finniston farm the friends are determined to find them and whatever they hide but they are not alone can the famous five get there first the text in this edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader
and is unillustrated
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Five On Finniston Farm 2011-01-06 introducing the famous five to younger readers with this newly created story for children aged 5 and up set in the world of enid blyton s best loved series this newly created early reader
follows julian dick anne george and timmy the dog on a special new adventure illustrated in gorgeous full colour throughout by becka moor expect all the usual excitement as the five head off to birthday party with a very
special present little do they know two thieves are on their trail and desperate to get their hands on it the story is broken down into short chapters with vibrant full colour illustrations on every page perfect for shared reading or
for newly confident readers to enjoy independently this new title sits alongside enid blyton s eight original short stories about the famous five also available in early reader format illustrated by jamie littler collect them all a lazy
afternoon george s hair is too long well done famous five five and a half term adventure when timmy chased the cat five have a puzzling time good old timmy happy christmas five the famous five enid blyton and enid blyton s
signature are registered trade marks of hodder stoughton limited no trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner
Famous Five Colour Short Stories: The Birthday Adventure 2019-09-05 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book sixteen it s
holiday time at billycock hill and the famous five make new friend a real pilot but when he disappears with top secret equipment the five begin to wonder if their new friend could be a spy or worse a traitor whatever his
motives the gang feel duty bound to investigate the text in this edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
The Famous Five 1997 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book fourteen george is not pleased when berta a spoilt american
girl turns up at kirrin cottage in the dead of night but george hasn t got time to be jealous berta is in hiding from kidnappers the famous five are the only ones who can protect her but will they take on dangerous criminals to
help out a stranger the text in this edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
Five Go To Billycock Hill 2010-12-02 a bumper collection of 3 famous five books in one volume join the adventure contains the last 3 books in the series books 19 20 and 21 julian dick anne george and timmy find
excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series these books have been global bestsellers for decades join the adventure and find out why five go to demon s rocks stories say that demon s
rocks are full of treasure and sure enough the five discover a valuable old coin there but who is the real owner of the gold and who else is trying to get it the five must find out five have a mystery to solve there are rumours
that whispering island is haunted but when the five row out to investigate it seems rather safe and picturesque until they discover some surprising statues five are together again in their final adventure the five are enjoying a
camping trip then research papers are stolen from a scientist who lives nearby and the five must turn their hand yet again to finding the missing work and tracking down the culprits illustrated with the original black and white
line drawings by eileen soper
Five Have Plenty Of Fun 2010-12-02 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book nine the famous five are really worried george
and her devoted timmy have disappeared not only that somebody has broken into kirrin cottage could there be a connection will the five find george and timmy and bring them home safe the text in this edition has been
sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
The Famous Five Collection 7 2021-05-06 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series the famous five this new collection contains three
fantastic books in one volume join the adventure five go to billycock hill book 16 the five are excited to befriend a pilot on holiday but when he disappears with top secret equipment they begin to wonder if he could be a spy
five get into a fix book 17 on a wonderful skiing holiday the five spot a seemingly deserted house but why do they then see a face in the window and why does it look so terrified five on finniston farm book 18 when they hear
that the farm where they re staying has hidden dungeons the five can t resist seeking them out could they be hiding a dark secret
Five Fall Into Adventure 2010-12-02 meet julian dick anne george and timothy together they are the famous five enid blyton s most popular adventure series all 21 titles also available as audiobooks in book eleven the
famous five are on an adventurous holiday in horse drawn caravans they discover a ruined castle that looks deserted but is that a face at the window or is it a trick of the light just who is hiding in the castle fantastic new cover
art by laura ellen anderson will draw young readers into this accessible timeless classic
The Famous Five Collection 6 2021-03-04 this volume contains everything you could ever need to know about the famous five and the author enid blyton fully illustrated the book includes a map of kirrin island and
synopses of all 21 of the famous five stories
Famous Five: Five Have a Wonderful Time 2017-05-04 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book four the famous five stay at
the large old house at smuggler s top they discover secret hiding places underground tunnels and one night they catch people signalling out to sea are there still smugglers at smuggler s top the text in this edition has been
sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
The Famous Five 2000 meet julian dick anne george and timothy together they are the famous five enid blyton s most popular adventure series all 21 titles also available as audiobooks in book twenty the famous five visit
whispering island another mysterious place with a million stories surrounding it is it really haunted it s all fun and games until the five get stranded there and realise they re not the only ones on the island fantastic new cover
art by laura ellen anderson will draw young readers into this accessible timeless classic
Famous Five: Five Go To Smuggler's Top 2010-12-02 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series five on a hike together dick is woken
by a light flashing through his window is someone trying to send him a coded message when the famous five hear of an escaped convict in the area they are on red alert five have a wonderful time the famous five are on an
adventurous holiday in horse drawn caravans they discover a ruined castle that looks deserted but is that a face at the window or is it a trick of the light just who is hiding in the castle five go to mystery moor the five find out
about something dangerous out in mystery moor they ll have to risk the treacherous mists and follow the trail if they want to find what s lurking in the shadows do they know what they ve let themselves in for this 70th
anniversary edition features the classic editions of three famous five adventures books 10 12 in one volume and contains the original cover art and inside drawings by eileen soper
Five Have A Mystery To Solve 2014-10-20 includes five on a treasure island five go adventuring again five run away together five go to smugglers top five go off in a caravan secret seven secret seven adventure well done
secret seven secret seven on the trail and go ahead secret seven
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The Famous Five Collection 4 2017-02-09 a collection of 3 classic adventures five on a treasure island five go adventuring again five go to billycock hill
The Best of Blyton 2009-09-01 introducing the famous five to younger readers with this newly created story for children aged 5 and up while helping to clear up the beach the five find a dog s collar by the sea and are soon
searching for the missing dog and when they come to the new bakery it s not just the smell of cinnamon buns that catches timmy s attention set in the world of enid blyton s best loved series this newly created story follows
julian dick anne george and timmy the dog on a special new adventure the story is broken down into short chapters with vibrant full colour illustrations on every page perfect for shared reading or for newly confident readers to
enjoy independently also look out for the birthday adventure five to the rescue and timmy and the treasure illustrated by becka moor enid blyton s eight original short stories about the famous five are also available as early
readers illustrated by jamie littler collect them all a lazy afternoon george s hair is too long well done famous five five and a half term adventure when timmy chased the cat five have a puzzling time good old timmy happy
christmas five the famous five enid blyton and enid blyton s signature are registered trade marks of hodder stoughton limited no trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission
of the trade mark and copyright owner
Famous Five Adventure Collection 2004 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series when george is kept awake at night by a toothache she
notices a light on the supposedly empty kirrin island while george is at the dentist the others decide to investigate and strange things start happening can the famous five solve this mystery in addition to the famous five
novels enid blyton wrote a clutch of short stories based on the characters these were published in magazines and collected in the famous five short story collection hodder for the first time the complete and original text of five
have a puzzling time 1956 appears in an individual volume illustrated with brand new colour art by jamie littler
Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Five and the Runaway Dog 2022-05-12 meet julian dick anne george and timothy together they are the famous five enid blyton s most popular adventure series all 21 titles also available as
audiobooks in book seven the famous five investigate spook trains in the dead of night the trains seem to vanish into thin air but where do they go the five discover an unusual underground tunnel system and a secret train
service if they follow the tracks will they solve the mystery fantastic new cover art by laura ellen anderson will draw young readers into this accessible timeless classic
Five Have a Puzzling Time 2014 the famous five have made a new friend a pilot but he has disappeared with top secret equipment the five can t believe it is jeff a traitor page 4 of cover
Famous Five: Five Get Into Trouble 2017-05-04 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series five go off to camp ghost trains in the dead
of night that seem to vanish into thin air the famous five are on to it if they follow the tracks will they solve the mystery five get into trouble dick has been kidnapped the gang finally track him down to a lonely abandoned
house but then they too are siezed how will the intrepid five get themselves out of this mess five fall into adventure george and her devoted timmy have disappeared not only that somebody has broken into kirrin cottage it s
going to be tough getting to the bottom of this mystery when there s only three of them this 70th anniversary edition features the classic editions of three famous five adventures books 7 9 in one volume and contains the
original cover art and inside drawings by eileen soper
Five Go Off to Camp 1995 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book five the famous five go on a caravan holiday when they
stumble across a circus troupe the gang are thrilled but some of the circus people have more sinister plans than just clowning around the text in this edition has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
Enid Blyton: Famous Five#16 (Sc) 2020-12-29 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in book twenty one the famous five are
camping out near the home of a famous scientist but when his important research papers go missing he needs the gang s help to get them back can the five work out who took them and why the text in this edition has been
sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
The Famous Five Collection 3 2016-02-11 what is the name of the first book in the famous five series who is not a member of the five julian nora or anne what does george s father do for a living so you ve read the books
maybe more than once but how much do you really know about the adventures of the famous five revisit their best moments and meet all your favourite characters again in this brilliant quiz book
Famous Five: Five Go Off In A Caravan 2010-12-02 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series in their third adventure the famous five
discover that someone has been on george s island and what is locked in the mysterious trunk hidden on kirrin island the famous five think they re on the trail of smugglers until they hear a child scream the text in this edition
has been sensitively edited for today s reader and is unillustrated
Famous Five 1998 meet julian dick anne george and timothy together they are the famous five in enid blyton s most popular adventure series this gorgeous hardback gift edition features the original cover art and inside
illustrations by eileen soper a ribbon marker and an exclusive note on page 1 from enid blyton herself there was something else out on the sea by the rocks something dark that seemed to lurch out of the waves what could it
be julian dick and anne are spending the holidays with their tomboy cousin george and her dog timothy one day george takes them to explore nearby kirrin island with its rocky little coast and old ruined castle on the top over
on the island they make a thrilling discovery which leads them deep into the dungeons of kirrin castle on a dangerous adventure who and what will they find there
Five Are Together Again 2011-03-03 julian dick anne george and timmy the dog find excitement and adventure wherever they go in enid blyton s most popular series the most famous racehorse in england is being trained in
kirren and the famous five are eager to watch but when the horse bolts the friends need to think quickly to make sure he isn t lost or injured the whole of england is depending on them in addition to the famous five novels enid
blyton wrote a clutch of short stories based on the characters these were published in magazines and collected in the famous five short story collection hodder for the first time the complete and original text of well done
famous five 1956 appears in an individual volume illustrated with brand new colour art by jamie littler
So You Think You Know: Enid Blyton's Famous Five? 2014 all the excitement of a famous five adventure in three full colour short stories perfect for newly confident readersjulian dick anne george and timmy enjoy three
exciting adventures in this collection fully illustrated with bright new pictures in the first story timmy sniffs out an adventure when he sees some suspicious looking passengers on a train he is very interested in one of them but
what has he spotted the second story sees george tangled up in some strange goings on when she s only trying to get her hair cut and finally good old timmy saves the day as usual when there s a little boy in danger on the
beach these short stories are the perfect way to introduce young readers to the world s favourite adventurers and with three books in one this is brilliant value too these are original short stories written by beloved author enid
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blyton illustrated and published in a brand new package that s perfect for today s new readers
Five Run Away Together 2010-12-02
Famous Five: Five on a Treasure Island 2018-11-20
The Famous Five 1995
Famous Five Colour Short Stories: Well Done, Famous Five 2014-09-04
Famous Five Adventures Collection 2021-10-26
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